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In conversation with

PreZero
Through continuous and intensive
investments over the last 60 years,
Bollegraaf Recycling Solutions has become
the market leader in household waste and
plastic recycling technology.
“Creating a World of Difference” is the
message we put out to society in general
and recycling parties in particular.
Together we make a world of difference in
the market. Decisive technology enables us
to meet fundamental challenges together
with our clients. Backed by excellent
service and long-term maintenance
contracts, our solutions generate the
highest possible ROI. That’s how we are
building a truly sustainable global future.
Today, the Bollegraaf German Team is
interviewing PreZero.
→
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‘New thinking for a clean tomorrow’, that is
the vision that PreZero put out to society.
With more than 4,800 employees at over
140 locations, PreZero is one of the leading
environmental service providers in Germany,
Europe and North America. The company
provides waste disposal, sorting, processing
and recycling services, combining all the
expertise along the value chain under one
roof. PreZero therefore positions itself as
an innovation driver in the industry with the
vision of creating a world in which resources
are no longer wasted thanks to closed loops.
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The PreZero facility in Landsberg.
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PreZero Landsberg location in Germany
has just renewed its Bollegraaf
Baler with a new HBC120 for baling
light plastic packaging. Bollegraaf is
extremely delighted with the trust and
confidence PreZero put in Bollegraaf
technology. Today, Mr Thiel, Plant
Manager of the PreZero Landsberg
location is sharing his experience with
us.
bollegraaf:

So first of all, thank you for
accepting answering this short interview about Bollegraaf and especially its
baling technology. Let’s go to the point:
how did the installation and commissioning of your new HBC 120 go? Was
it fast enough, could you minimize the
downtime of your running line? Did you
get the necessary support/training for
your operators to operate and handle it
properly?
thiel : Both, installation and commissioning
went well and according to the plan. No
aberration occurred and the planned
time frame was not exceeded. Both have
been planned excellent. We are highly
pleased with the personnel training by
Bollegraaf. It was on a high level and done
by very competent Bollegraaf people. We
would be happy to freshen up the training
in approximate a quarter of a year to
sophisticate the input.
bollegraaf:

Is your new Baler fully up
and running and performing at expected
capacity and speed?
thiel : Yes, absolutely.

employees were quickly able to acclimate
to the new standard. The new and
optimized fold system for the maintenance
of the drill unit / wire guiding proved itself
from our perspective.
bollegraaf:

Which criteria did you
use for making your choice to buy a
Bollegraaf baler?
thiel : The choice for a Bollegraaf baler
was made regarding the following three
aspects:
1. The Bollegraaf offer matched perfectly
the requirements of our call for tender
as well as the preparation for the order
execution.
2. The feedback to the Bollegraaf baler by
our employees.
3. The required efficient/flexible service &
aftersales organization needed for our
Light weight packaging sorting system.
bollegraaf:

We know that in the
recycling industry, up-time is all what
matters! We have recently measure at
one of our Dutch customer an up-time
performance of about 99.9% when
running a 24/7 activity, namely, 1hour
downtime per month with its Bollegraaf
baler. What is your target there? Are
you satisfy with the results achieved so
far?
thiel : To this point we have not had any
relevant down time in the 1.5 months of
running time with the new baler. The goal
for up-time for our balers should always
be above 95 percent.
bollegraaf:

bollegraaf:

Do you think that a Bollegraaf baler is easy to operate? Does it
require lots of maintenance? What has
been your experience so far?
thiel : The Bollegraaf Balers have a
clear handling. We noticed a significant
improvement to the old baler. Our

terms of energy
consumption our hydraulic unit is one
of the most efficient on the market.
Are you experiencing positive results
in terms of optimizing your energy
consumption with the Bollegraaf baling
technology?
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thiel :

is excellent. I congratulate you for the
significant improvement over the last two
years!

The power consumption
measurements at our facility are
provided by our own monitoring concept.
The measurements for the new baler
will start end of November and are not
available just yet. The analysis of the
comparison “Bollegraaf baler 2020” vs.
“Bollegraaf baler 2008” will be provided
by us afterwards.

bollegraaf:

bollegraaf:

bollegraaf:

Service and maintenance of
your baler: have you signed any specific
service contract for the maintenance of
your baler? Do you have already experience with our service team? Could you
tell us a bit more?

To end up this interview:
in one word or short sentence, in what
sense are Bollegraaf balers unique?
thiel : The word would be ... ‘constant /
durable’.
Thank you very much
for the nice discussion and for your
time! Bollegraaf stays at your service
at any time you need. As we like to
say: ‘together we create a world of
difference’!

thiel :

Service contracts for our balers
are currently being prepared with
our purchasing department for the
whole PreZero group. The Service and
Maintenance of Bollegraaf have been
improving significantly over the last two
years. The appointed service team is
quick to reach, highly competent and
also the supply of wear and spare parts

The new HBC120 baler.
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